
MINUTES

LONG ISLAND COMMITTEE  MEETING

Pickering Building
Room 306

January 9, 2003
09:30 - 10:30

RCMP:  
A. Gauthier, Chair, 
B. Corrigan, Project Leader
N. Gould, Regional Director of Assets 
Tara Sutorius-Lavois, Communication Specialist
L. Page, Director, Honors & Recognition
J. Gauthier, minutes
Absent:
T. Henry, DG CPCS 
S. MacDonald, Special Advisor
J. Adam, “A” Division
S. Richard-Godin, CAMB 

FOLIC Executive:
G. Walkling, President
D. Cochrane, VP
G. Fisher, Secretary
S. Cummins, Treasurer

This is the last meeting to be chaired by the Central Region Working Committee.  The 
purpose of the meeting was to finalize all the documents and ensure that there is a smooth
transition from the working/planning committee to Bernie Corrigan who is the project
leader responsible for the implementation.  Stew MacDonald, Andre, Norm, and Joanne
all met with Bernie for an hour before the meeting.  Terry Henry the DG of Contracting
was ODS.

There has been a changed in personnel at CAMB and a meeting was planned for the 8th to
brief  Shelia Jameison, Roger Pharand and Sharon on the obligations of the RCMP
however this was cancelled and will be rescheduled.

1.  Review of Agreement, Ops Plan and Charter

It was recognized that the Ops plan and Agreement are a good starting point and changes
to the documents will be necessary as both the RCMP and FOLIC grow and move
forward.  The Agreement is considered complete and is satisfactory to the RCMP and
FOLIC.  It allows FOLIC the flexibility to operate and clearly outlines the obligations of



the RCMP to provide the capital and O&M funding.  Any amendment to the agreement
must be reviewed by Legal Services.      

There were a number of suggested modifications to the Ops plan and Charter.  See Joanne
for a list if required.  

2.  Admin Manual amendment  

The Committee reviewed the proposed amendment and suggested a number of  additions: 

a.    identify that the RCMP has entered into an agreement with FOLIC to manage the   
       facility
b.    highlight the purpose of Long Island and that managers are encouraged to make a       
        best effort to utilize the facility for program purposes such as workshops,                   
         conferences, employee wellness initiatives, etc. {see Agreement Schedule B(f)}
c.    include website address

FOLIC will update the draft and send it to Bernie for review and approval.  A c.c. will be
sent to Lynn.  Bernie will advise and send Lynn the final and approved copy for
incorporation into the Admin Manual.    

3.   Communication Strategy

Tara went over the communication strategy which targets both internal and external 
audiences.   It is intended that the officially signing ceremony will launch the
communication strategy.  FOLIC should link their website to the RCMP website.

The comments on the strategy are to be forwarded to Tara.  

  4.  Discussion on the next phase

FOLIC was anxious to proceed with the signing of the agreement.  It was agreed if   
the Commissioner was not available the agreement would be signed Friday January 10th

and the official ceremony and photo opportunity could take place at another time
convenient to all parties.

Andre Gauthier acknowledged the tremendous effort putforth by FOLIC and FOLIC
thanked Andre Gauthier his drive and perseverance in seeing the project thru to the end.    

Attachments to be sent to absent members:
1.  Communication strategy, 2.  Ops Plan, 3. Charter (hard copy in mail)
4.  Agreement (email) 


